Key Stage 3: To infinity and beyond?
All inquisitive geographers go beyond what is expected of them to
go that extra mile with their learning! Why not go that extra mile and take up the
challenge of competing one of the tasks below. Hand it into your geographer teacher!

Watch a youtube video or a
film that is geography related
(you can see your teacher for
this!) and review it.
To do this you will need to
summarise what the film was
about, if you enjoyed it and
why? And don’t forget to list
the geography!
Think also about how you will
present this!

Write a poem to reflect some
enjoyable geography you have
learned.

Write an article for the
school’s newsletter describing
the geography you are
studying or have studied.

Design a news flash to
summarise one example of
geography in the news. Don’t
forget to include the title of
the article, source, author and
date.

Design an advert for a website
promoting travel to a country
you are studying or have
studied or you would like to
visit. You will need to some
location using map skills,
pictures, and interesting
geographical facts.
Extra challenge link the
geographical content to a topic
you are studying or have
studied!
Write an essay to compare
how your life to someone in
another country.

You can be as creative as you
like!

Write three open-ended
Visit The Higgins Museum in
questions about the geography Bedford and list examples of
you are currently studying.
the physical and human
geography you can find there.
Design a model to represent
anything reacted to the
geography you are studying.
You will need to include labels,
annotations and a title.

Draw a fieldsketch of the River
Ouse in Bedford. You will
need:
To select the best site along
the river to sketch and say
way.

You will need to list the
geography will compare for
example, climate, jobs,
population…
Your essay should contain
excellent SPaG with specialist
terms.

You will need to include, date,
time and weather conditions
on your sketch.

Write three tweets that reflect
the geography you are
studying.

Finally don’t forget labels and
annotations.
Interview someone who has
lived in your town for a long
time and describe how and
why this place has changed.

Make a song to summarise the
topic you are studying. Don’t
forget to use as many key
terms as possible.

